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Abstract: Design errors have always been recognized as one of the main factors affecting safety and
health management and sustainable development in surface mines. Unfortunately, scant attention is
paid to design errors and the factors causing them. Therefore, based on expert opinions, this study
aimed to identify, rank, and investigate cause-and-effect relationships among variables influencing
human error in surface mine design in Iran. The study variables were identified by reviewing
previous literature on “latent human errors” and “design errors.” After specifying effective variables,
two rounds of the Fuzzy Delphi study were carried out to reach a consensus among experts. Nineteen
variables with an influencing score of 0.7 and higher were screened and given to the experts to be
analyzed for cause-and-effect relationships by the fuzzy DEMATEL method. The results of the study
revealed that the following variables were the major factors affecting human error as root causes: poor
organizational management (0.62), resource allocation (0.30), training level (0.27), and experience
(0.25). Moreover, self-confidence (−0.29), fatigue (−0.28), depression (−0.25), and motive (−0.23)
were found to be effect (dependent) variables. Our findings can help organizations, particularly
surface mines, to opt for effective strategies to control factors affecting design errors and consequently
reduce workers’ errors, providing a good basis for achieving sustainable development.

Keywords: design errors; sustainable development; accident; multi-criteria decision-making

1. Introduction

The mining industry is classified as one of the most dangerous and harsh work
environments [1–3]. The consequences of mining accidents include occupational deaths
and injuries, equipment damage [4], and environmental problems [5]. Besides, accidents
and incidents in such a harsh work environment are very high (about 7–10 times) compared
to other industries [1,6]. Identifying and eliminating the roots of mining accidents have
always been one of the most important priorities of organizations and governments [7].
The analysis of mining accidents has shown that human error is the direct cause of 85%
of these accidents. In recent years, many studies have been conducted to identify the
factors affecting human error in mines. In most cases, the root cause of accidents resulting
from human errors is a design error (DE), and thus the operator is just a victim of a poor
design [8,9]. Liao asserts that despite efforts to reduce instances of human error by raising
workers’ awareness, not much progress has been achieved thus far. He regards DE as the
main reason behind such a failure and states that it is one of the main causes of unsafe
behaviors on workers’ part in operational sectors [10]. DE is almost inevitable and can
influence the safety of projects and their costs and timing [11]. More than 80% of the failures
in buildings, bridges, hospitals, and civil engineering structures are caused by DE [12].
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DE are important in various industries such as aviation [13], nuclear energy [14],
process [15], and mining [16]. The diversity of mines, extensive operational space, and
the extent of its consequences (occupational and public health, environmental, safety,
social, and economic) have highlighted the role of design errors in this sector [17,18].
Unfortunately, the focus of human error studies for most of the 20th century has been on
operational errors, which have been ignored [9]. The study by Thompson on road accidents
in surface mines showed that design errors are the main causes of such accidents [19].

Flyrock is important in increasing the death rate and destroying mine equipment and
structures. One of the main reasons for Flyrock production in blasting is DE in the blasting
pattern [20]. Reason introduced this important construct as the latent human errors in
1998 because their consequences are not immediately known, and their identification takes
longer. In other words, their identification needs a systematic approach [21]. Cho defines
DE “as the result of a designer’s actions and decisions in product development that lead to
failure in the planned or intended outcome” [22].

Likewise, Mechlers believes that these latent human errors are cognitive processing
errors, arguing that even the simplest forms of designs require cognitive functions [23].
From a cognitive psychological point of view, human error results from one or more deficits
in human cognitive processes. Accidents happen due to perception, recognition, avoidance
ability, and decision-making failures. Thus, failure in cognitive processes can lead to human
errors and damage the system [24]. Studies show that design errors happen as a result of
cognitive failure (CF) [25] influenced by individual, environmental, organizational, and
task factors [26].

2. Review of Previous Research

In recent years, some studies have been conducted to find the effective factors behind
human error in design. The results of the study by Kerli et al. [22] on DE showed that process
(lack of design reviews), material (learning not shared amongst everyone), measurements
(incomplete project tracking), tools (poor document traceability), people (loss of information
and lack of making ability knowledge), and organization (scattered resources) are the main
causes of such errors. Lopez et al. [12] reported that personal factors (loss of biorhythm and
adverse behavior), organizational factors (training, experience, competitive professional
fees, poor quality assurance), and project (time limitations and poor coordination) have a
significant influence on DE in the construction sector. Some studies point out that errors
result from individuals’ tendency toward error or the conditions that induce error [27].
Also, some studies have classified the variables affecting DE into three groups: workplace,
information flow, and organizational factors [28]. The study by Robert [29] revealed that
designer knowledge, lack of standards, safety awareness, novel system, management of
change, procedure, and lack of qualified staff were the most effective factors in design
error. Zhaorong et al. [30] stated that defective workmanship, communication, lack of
skill, contract issues, and external factors could lead to latent error and design error.
Several studies have shown that these errors are influenced by individual, managerial, and
social factors related to work, workplace, work methods and processes, task demands,
workload, and physical work conditions [31]. However, DE has been considered as the
major causes of accidents in many organizations [32]. There are many variables that directly
or indirectly affect DE and are indeed the root causes of accidents. When a set of variables
with complex relationships impact on a target variable, determining the most important
variables requires extensive field studies, it is time-consuming and costly; and, moreover,
the simultaneous controlling of all variables is not logical in system safety management
and system safety engineering [33]. Therefore, using expert opinions to determine the most
important variables based on scientific methods is a suitable strategy [34].

Multi-Criteria Decision-Making (MCDM) techniques are often adopted to solve com-
plex problems based on experts’ judgment. Previous studies have shown that MCDM
methods, combined with a fuzzy set theory or other methods [35,36], can result in more re-
liable results. Several studies have used this approach in the areas of health [37], safety [38]
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and environment [39], and economy [40] for identifying and classifying relationships
among variables. According to Fam et al. [41], the combination of fuzzy Delphi and DE-
MATEL is the best risk control strategy because DEMATEL can provide a cause-and-effect
model. Similarly, in another study, Kumar et al. [42] reported that AHP and DEMATEL
cannot determine the importance of the criteria. Therefore, the fuzzy Delphi method is very
suitable to fill this gap. Renissa et al. [43] used the Delphi method and Fuzzy DEMATEL to
identify the barriers to university technology transfer. Singh and Sardar [44] also used the
Delphi method to determine the factors affecting sustainable product development and the
Fuzzy DEMATEL method to illustrate the interrelationships among key factors by drawing
a causal diagram in the automotive industry. The combination of these two methods can
provide a deep understanding of a phenomenon.

Given the advantages of using fuzzy Delphi and DEMATEL methods and the lack of
ample studies extensively surveying and prioritizing the factors affecting design error in
Iranian surface mines, this study aimed to identify, rank, and investigate cause-and-effect
relationships among variables influencing DE based on expert opinions.

Further, this study contributes to the literature in several ways:

(1) To our knowledge, this is one of the first studies investigating factors predicting DEs
and their interactions. Thus, this study can contribute theoretically to the existing
literature and fill the existing gaps in safety studies that addresses the role of latent
errors in accidents;

(2) The proposed methodology of the present study provides a visual cause-and-effect
model, which helps analyze DE. Mining managers and safety experts can update their
goals and plan based on the results of the study;

(3) As a practical contribution, the study suggests strategic measures that may reduce
DEs to avoid accidents; the study also presents evidence that helps improve health
and safety at mines.

This study is organized as follows: Section 2 has the theoretical fundaments on DE,
related literature gaps and the contribution of the study; in Section 3, the most impor-
tant variables of DE in the mining design process are presented, followed by introduc-
ing Fuzzy Delphi and DEMATEL methods. The results and discussion are described in
Sections 4 and 5; Section 6 specifies the conclusion and suggests future lines of research.

3. Materials and Methods

The methodology of this study comprised three phases: the identification of variables,
the determination of effective variables via the Fuzzy Delphi method, and the analysis of
cause-and-effect relationships among such variables via the Fuzzy DEMATEL method. The
framework combining the two methods includes the following three phases, as shown
in Figure 1.
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3.1. Searching and Classifying the Variables Affecting DE

The important variables were first identified by a library research and literature review.
Next, a panel of five experts in surface mine design was assigned to screen the most
important variables and categorize them based on environmental, individual, external,
organizational, and task factors for employing the Fuzzy Delphi method (Appendix A).

3.2. Identifying the Variables Affecting DE Using the Fuzzy Delphi Method
3.2.1. The Fuzzy Delphi Method

This method is a powerful tool used to reach a consensus based on expert opinions
in a particular field of study [45]. In its classical form, the Delphi method makes use of
expert opinions stated in the form of definite numbers. In this method, experts do not use
their mental competence to state their opinions, showing a probability of uncertainty in
the decisions made. Thus, to compensate for this drawback, a fuzzy set is used to collect
the data in linguistic terms and interpret vague concepts stated by expert opinions [46,47].
Accordingly, the classical Delphi method was combined with fuzzy set theory to create
the more effective Fuzzy Delphi method [48]. The Fuzzy Delphi method enjoys some
advantages, including the unification of expert opinions to reach a consensus [49], the
reduction of time and cost compared to the classical Delphi method [50], and the reduction
of expert opinion collection rounds [41].

There are different types of fuzzy numbers, and this study used Triangular Fuzzy
Numbers (TFN). In this study, TFN was shown using three real numbers M = (l, m, u),
in which the upper bound is (u), lower bound is (l), infimum is (m), and ‘M’ is the most
probable value of a fuzzy number [51]. TFN reflects the membership by the function, which
can show the information of the experts more simply and accurately regarding a complex
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decision-making problem [52]. TFN has been applied in various domains, including risk,
evaluation, anticipation, and expert systems [53].

3.2.2. Selection of Experts

In the MCDM method, the selection of experts is very important and vital. Powerful
expert groups can ensure the accuracy of research results. Therefore, the expert panel in
the study went through a rigorous selection process. In the first step, a database of experts
active in surface mine design in Iran was collected. The inclusion criteria included being
inclined to participate, having comprehensive knowledge, ample operational experience,
and time adequacy. Due to the diversity of minerals, the difference in the size of the mines,
the geography of the design environment, and the variety of techniques and tools used
in the design, attempts were made to select decision-makers whose experience covered
the listed items. Finally, out of 150 Iranian Open Mines Designers Association members,
25 were purposefully selected. The number of experts in the panel varies in various valid
studies, and several studies have been conducted with fewer than 10 experts to higher
numbers [54–56]. Among the experts, there were people with academic bachelor’s degrees.
These people are among the most famous mining designers in Iran who have a lot of
experience in the field of exploration and extraction in surface mines. The demographic
characteristics of the experts are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Demographic characteristics of the experts.

Delphi Study DEMATEL Study

Demographic Variables Total Percentage Total Percentage

Gender
Male 16 84.21% 9 90.00%

Female 3 15.79% 1 10.00%
Educational

Bachler 3 15.79% - -
Master 7 36.84% 2 20.00%

Doctoral 9 47.37% 8 80.00%
Experience in mine design

<5 years 2 10.53% - -
5–15 years 6 31.58% 3 30.00%
>15 years 11 57.89% 7 70.00%

In line with previous literature using the Fuzzy Delphi method, a questionnaire with
Likert-scale items was developed to be used in the study [50]. The expert panel was asked
to review the developed semi-closed questionnaire and revise it by adding any important
variables missing in the questionnaire.

3.2.3. First and Second Rounds Inquiry

Afterwards, the questionnaire was sent to three experts to be reviewed for face and
content validities. Eventually, the finalized questionnaire was sent to 25 experts with a
response rate of 76% (19 experts) in the first phase. In this phase, three new variables were
suggested to be added to the questionnaire. After collecting expert opinions, the linguistic
variables were changed into fuzzy numbers based on Table 2.

Table 2. Triangular fuzzy numbers corresponding to linguistic terms [54].

Linguistic Expressions Triangular Fuzzy Numbers

No effect (0, 0, 0.25)
Extremely weak effect (0, 0.25, 0.5)

Weak effect (0.25, 0.5, 0.75)
Strong effect (0.5, 0.75, 1)

Extremely strong effect (0.75, 1, 1)
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The triangular fuzzy numbers set was measured for each expert’s opinion based on
Equation (1) [55]:

Ã
(i)

=
(

a(i)1 ·a
(i)
2 ·a

(i)
3

)
i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n. (1)

Next, the mean of fuzzy numbers set (Ã
(i)
m ) out of all sets (Ã

(i)
) was measured based

on Equation (2):

Ãm = (am1·am2·am3) =

(
1
n ∑n

i=1ai
1·

1
n ∑n

i=1ai
2·

1
n ∑n

i=1ai
3

)
. (2)

Then, the difference was calculated from the mean for each expert’s opinion. After
revisions and suggested variables were added, the questionnaire was re-sent to the experts
to review and revise if needed. After collecting expert opinions in the second round based
on Equations (1) and (2), expert opinions were aggregated, and their disagreements between
the two rounds reached the minimum level of 0.2 [51]. At the end of the second round, the
experts suggested that no new variable with disagreements reached the minimum level of
0.2. Accordingly, the Fuzzy Delphi study was stopped in this step [56].

3.2.4. Determination of the Most Important Variables

To defuzzy the numbers, the simple center of gravity method was used based on
Equation (3):

Sj =
lj + mj + uj

3
. (3)

The ranking and determination of the most important variables were based on de-
fuzzied scores: the higher the defuzzied score of a variable, the stronger the effect it exerted
on human error, and hence more important. In this study, the screening process was
conducted based on the 30–70 law, in which the threshold level for criterion acceptance
was 7 [57]. Thus, if the amount of the defuzzied triangular number was found to be 0.7 or
higher based on expert opinions, it was accepted as a criterion. Otherwise, it was removed
from the study.

3.3. Determining Cause-and-Effect Relationships between the Variables
3.3.1. Fuzzy DEMATEL Method

Gabus et al. introduced a method called decision-making trial and evaluation labo-
ratory (DEMATEL) in 1972 to analyze casual relationships and significant effects among
variables with a strong validity [58]. This method works based on expert opinions expressed
in linguistic terms; in order to avoid ambiguity and reach a unification of opinions, these
linguistic terms need to be turned into fuzzy numbers. In 2008, Lin was the first person who
used the DEMATEL method in a fuzzy environment [59]. The Fuzzy DEMATEL method in-
vestigates the relationships among criteria and sub-criteria and determines effective (cause)
and affected (effect) criteria by the total-relation matrix [60,61]. This method is a multi-index
decision-making technique [62]. One advantage of this method over other methods of
investigation is that the process of decision-making is based on pairwise comparisons and
the acceptance of relationships [63]. The Fuzzy DEMATEL method is frequently used in
different fields of inquiry such as human resource management, risk assessment, and safety
management system [24,64,65]. In this study, the following steps were taken to apply the
Fuzzy DEMATEL method [66].

3.3.2. Setting up the Expert Panel

The first step aimed to identify experts qualified to participate in the inquiry process of
the DEMATEL method. The respondent had to be a person who had adequate knowledge
or experience related to the research problem. In this study, 15 experts with prominent
experience and research history about mine design were selected, and the questionnaire
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was sent to them via email. Eventually, 10 experts collaborated in the study, performed the
evaluation, and submitted the evaluation forms later.

3.3.3. Preparing Fuzzy DEMATEL Questionnaire

The Fuzzy DEMATEL questionnaire comprised a 20 × 20 matrix, which is not a
symmetric matrix. The factors in these tables were assessed as a pairwise matrix. The
experts used a 5-point Likert scale (Table 2) to express their opinions about the relationship
among variables.

3.3.4. Analyzing the Data

(a) Based on experts’ responses, the initial direct-relation fuzzy matrix was calculated

Z̃k
ij =

 0 · · · X̃k
1n

...
. . .

...
X̃k

n1 · · · 0

. K = 1, 2, 3, . . . , P. (4)

In this equation, P is the number of experts (10).
Then, using Equations (5)–(7) the aggregated mean of expert opinions was measured.

Z̃ij =
X̃1 + X̃2 + X̃3 + X̃4 + . . . + X̃P

P
. (5)

X̃1, X̃2, X̃3, and X̃P are the pairwise comparison matrixes of the experts (expert 1, 2, 3,
and P, respectively).

Z̃ij =

 0 · · · X̃1n
...

. . .
...

X̃n1 · · · 0

, (6)

Z̃ij =
(
lij + mij + uij

)
. (7)

(b) Normalizing the direct-relation fuzzy matrix using Equations (8) and (9)

r = max
n

∑
j=1

u′ij, (8)

H̃ij =
z̃ij

r
=

(
l′ij
r

.
m′ij
r

.
u′ij
r

)
=
(

l′′ij .m
′′
ij.u

′′
ij

)
. (9)

(c) Determining the total-relation matrix.

The total-relation fuzzy matrix (T) was measured by the following Equations (12)–(14):

T = limk→∞

(
H̃1 + H̃2 + H̃3

)
, (10)

t̃ij =
(

lt
ij.m

t
ij.u

t
ij

)
, (11)[

lt
ij

]
= Hl × (I − Hl)

−1, (12)[
mt

ij

]
= Hm × (I − Hm)

−1, (13)[
ut

ij

]
= Hu × (I − Hu)

−1. (14)
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(d) Defuzzying the total-relation fuzzy matrix base on Equation (15)

tij =
lt
ij + 2mt

ij + ut
ij

4
. (15)

(e) Measuring the D-value and R-value based on extracted variables from the total-
relation defuzzied matrix base on Equations (16) and (17):

D = ∑n
J=1tij.(j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n), (16)

R = ∑n
i=1tij.(i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n). (17)

To do so, the elements of each row (Di) and each column (Ri) were totaled out of the
total-relation defuzzied matrix. The total number of elements in each row (D) for each
factor shows the degree to which that factor affects other factors in the system. On the
contrary, the total number of elements in each column (R) for each factor shows the degree
to which that factor is affected by other factors in the system.

(f) In the end, D and R values were used to measure D + R and D − R values.

The D + R values show how much one factor affects and is affected by other factors.
In other words, the higher the D + R value, the more interaction between the factor and
other factors in a system. On the other hand, D − R values show how strongly one factor
affects other factors in a system. In general, if D − R is positive, the variable is considered
a cause variable, and if it is negative, it is considered an effect variable. After defuzzying
numbers, a Cartesian coordinate system is drawn in which the x-axis shows D + R values,
and the y-axis shows D − R values.

4. Results

First, the relevant literature on DE and human error variables was reviewed, and
important variables were identified and extracted. These variables were then screened
by experts and categorized into five factors: organizational, external, environmental, task,
and individual.

4.1. Ranking Variables Affecting DE Based on the Fuzzy Delphi Method

After specifying effective variables, the two phases of the Fuzzy Delphi study were
carried out to reach a consensus among experts. Accordingly, the semi-closed questionnaire
with Likert-scale items was developed and given to the experts. After collecting the
questionnaires, the mean triangular fuzzy value and defuzzied value were measured for
each of the phases based on Equations (1)–(3). Table 3 shows the absolute mean of experts’
agreement corresponding to the importance of each factor. The results revealed that the
following variables strongly affected human error in mine design: technical knowledge
(designing and safety), poor organizational management, resource allocation (hardware
and software), and experience. Environmental factors, noise, indoor air quality in the
workplace, and lighting exerted the strongest effects on DE.

As for task factors, mental workload, multitasking in designing projects, and an
unclear work process strongly influenced DE. Finally, technical knowledge, experience, and
depression were the most effective individual factors. Poor organizational management,
resource allocation (hardware and software), and a safe design culture were the most
effective organizational factors.
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Table 3. Selected variables of the Fuzzy Delphi study for cause-and-effect analysis.

Subgroup Identification Code Variable Defuzzied Number

Individual variable

Va1 Technical knowledge (safety
and designing) 0.81

Va2 Experience 0.78
Va3 Depression 0.74
Va4 Motive 0.72
Va5 Self-confidence 0.72
Va6 Financial satisfaction 0.72
Va7 Stress 0.71
Va8 Intelligence coefficient 0.71
Va9 Fatigue 0.70

Task variables
Va10 Unclear work process 0.76
Va11 Multitasking 0.70
Va12 Workload 0.70

Environmental variables
Va13 Noise 0.73
Va14 Poor indoor air quality 0.72
Va15 Inappropriate lighting 0.71

Organizational variables

Va16 Poor management 0.81
Va17 Resource allocation 0.79
Va18 Safe designing culture 0.73
Va19 Training 0.71

4.2. Determining Cause-and-Effect Relationships among Variables Affecting DE (CF)

In this phase, variables with an influencing score of 0.7 and higher were screened
from each variable group (individual, organizational, external, task, and environmental)
and given to the experts in the form of a pairwise-matrix questionnaire analyzed for
cause-and-effect relationships. Table A1 demonstrates the list of variables selected for the
Fuzzy DEMATEL study. After collecting expert opinions regarding the effects of variables
on each other, the mean of opinions was acquired by forming the direct-relation fuzzy
matrix. Next, the normalized direct-relation matrix was formed, followed by the total-
relation matrix (Appendix B). The variables in each row were added to measure the D value
(Figure 2), and the variables in each column were added to measure the R-value (Figure 3);
eventually, using D and R values, the interaction of variables (D + R) or dominance matrix
(Figure 4) and the relationship among variables or the influence of variables and their pure
influenceability (D − R) or relationship matrix (Figure 5) were determined. Factors with a
positive D − R relationship were considered effective (causes) and those with a negative
D − R relationship were considered affected (effects).

Based on D + R values, unclear work process, CF, multitasking, and fatigue had the
highest level of interaction with other variables; on the contrary, poor indoor air quality,
inappropriate lighting, and noise had the lowest level of interaction with other variables.
According to D− R values, poor organizational management, resource allocation (hardware
and software), training level, and experience were the most effective variables respectively,
less influenced by other variables. In other words, these variables had a strong guiding
power with minor dependence on other variables. Thus, if these variables are fortified,
failures in cognitive function are reduced, leading to a significant decrease in design errors.
On the other hand, CF, self-confidence, depression, and motive were the most affected
variables (effects) respectively, more affected by other cause variables.
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According to the results of the cause-and-effect relationships presented in Figure 6,
the variables of the study can be divided into four groups located in four different zones.
The first group of cause (influencing) variables included poor organizational management,
resource allocation (hardware and software), training, experience, technical knowledge
(safety and designing), safe designing culture, and unclear work process. The second cause
variables included noise, poor indoor air quality, and lighting. The third and fourth groups
of variables were under the D + R axis including effect (influenced) variables. Financial
satisfaction was the only variables present in this zone.
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This variable was affected by the variables of Zone 1 and Zone 2 but influenced
variables of the fourth group. The fourth zone, however, as the most important group
of effect variables, included CF, self-confidence, fatigue, depression, motive, workload,
stress, and multitasking. Generally, to improve CF and reduce design errors, it is better
to implement measures that consider Zone 1 variables followed by Zone 2 variables. If
problems persist, the variable of Zone 3 needs to be considered. Zone 4 variables are the
variables that are under the influence of variables present in previous zones, and thus
no direct corrective action is performed for them. The study results demonstrate that
environmental variables as one type of cause variables were the weakest variables in terms
of affecting and being affected by other variables. In contrast, organizational variables were
the strongest variables in terms of affecting other variables, showing that they are the most
important variables affecting DE.

5. Discussion

In accordance with our findings, previous research also shows that organizational
factors are one of the most important causes of DE [12,22]. Dedy et al. [67] named lack of
training/education (training about design), poor resourcing, poor strategy and leadership,
poor management, and lack of professionalism as the organizational factors affecting DE
in construction projects. The results of Hafezi’s study showed that organizational factors
such as lack of training program for designers and poor use of technology had the highest
priority in issues related to related to DE [68]. The results of Cho’s study also revealed that
poor management and lack of standard processes were the main organizational factors of
DE [69]. Moreover, many studies focusing on human error have emphasized organizational
factors, particularly management obligation [70–72], resource allocation [73], and safety
culture [74].

The results of this study demonstrated that technical knowledge and experience were
located in Zone 1; thus, these individual variables are the root cause of DE in surface mines.
Similarly, the results of the study by Philemon et al. [75] showed that the lack of knowledge
and experience of the design team was the most effective personal factor leading to DE
and omission in construction projects in Tanzania. Lopez et al. also believe that employ-
ing inexperienced designers with low technical knowledge and engaging underqualified
designers in important design projects are the main causes of DE in organizations [12].
Technical knowledge of designing, quality and quantity of training, and experience [76]
are personal variables that can strongly affect cognitive function, especially in the early
stages of detecting, noticing, understanding, and sense-making processes [77]. These two
criteria are the most significant factors influencing cognitive function [78]. Continuous and
adequate training and using experienced instructors are highly effective for preventing
and controlling human errors on the one hand and reducing the risk of accidents on the
other [79].

Environmental parameters such as noise, lighting, and indoor air quality were cate-
gorized into Zone 2 in this study, belonging to independent (cause) variables that could
influence Zone 3 and Zone 4. To the researchers’ knowledge, this important factor has
been overlooked in DE studies. These factors can negatively influence the physiological
balance of the human body; cognitive performance can cause stress, fatigue, depression,
and workload, which in turn can result in the loss of focus and more human error [80,81].
Noise exposure can act as a stressor and increase mental workload, eventually impairing
the mental performance required for one’s responsibilities [82,83]. Noise can also lead
to fatigue [84], significantly affecting one’s performance while performing complex tasks
requiring mental processing [85,86]. Appropriate lighting improves awareness and cogni-
tive performance [87]. On the other hand, inappropriate lighting can result in depression,
mental boredom, and sleep quality [88]. Research shows that indoor air quality in the work-
place influences cognitive performance as chemical pollutants in the air, such as particles,
and high levels of carbon dioxide in the air detrimentally affect cognitive performance [89].
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Another dependent (effect) variable is financial satisfaction (Zone 3), which can affect a
lot of variables in group 4, particularly cognitive function. For example, Tilley and McFallen
conducted a study on Australian designers. They reported that most designers believed
their payment was low despite their challenging job, which could eventually influence the
quality of their designing performance [90]. Based on the study by Vaiana et al. [91], the
contractor’s lack of payment and inadequate cash flow was an important factor in increasing
DE and accidents in Design and Build Projects in Malaysia. Financial dissatisfaction can
demotivate designers, and low payments suggested by organizations can pave the way for
inexperienced designers to take responsibility for important projects, increasing the risk of
errors [12]. As for the fourth group of variables, the most important dependent (Zone 4)
variables were located in this group, with the designer’s cognitive function as the variable
highly influenced by others. Other variables in this group, such as fatigue and depression,
can also affect DE. From a cognitive point of view, chronic fatigue can lead to a decrease in
the information processing capabilities of workers and designers and thus result in delayed
reaction time, reduction in the field of vision, carelessness, unawareness, and lack of
focus. Therefore, fatigue resulting from physical tiredness or insomnia negatively impacts
cognitive resources and awareness [92]. Research shows that cognitive dissonance and well-
being were the most important man factor of DE in the oil and gas industry [67]. Another
variable belonging to Zone 4 was the workload. The increased workload can reduce
mental health and stress, leading to cognitive overload, failures in cognitive performance,
and increased human error [93,94]. Failures in cognitive function forge an important
link between factors affecting performance and human error [26,95]. Thus, individual,
environmental, task and organizational factors exert direct and indirect effects (fatigue,
stress, demotivation, etc.) on the designer’s cognitive function and lead to DEs eventually.

The comparison of the results of the abovementioned studies with the current study
highlights some conflicting issues:

• Previous DE studies have focused on consequences such as rework, safety, and cost.
Still, in mines, due to the diversity and wide operating spaces of the mines and the
type and volume of equipment used, these consequences can be very significant. It can
also have environmental, social, cultural, political, security and public health effects.
Therefore, the role of design errors in this section is much more prominent than in
other sections;

• Past studies focus only on identifying and categorizing the factors affecting design er-
ror. Still, in the present study, in addition to identifying and categorizing these factors,
their relationships are also defined within a cause-and-effect model. This model aids
decision-makers in focusing on the most important risks in mine design projects.

Based on the presented results, DE is one of the most important threats to sustainable
development in mines. Therefore, identifying and prioritizing the factors affecting such
errors is vital due to the financial and time constraints of organizations in eliminating and
controlling them. This research proposes a comprehensive approach to managing design
error in mines that, in addition to covering the existing theoretical gaps such as the lack of
a comprehensive study in the field of design error and its factors affecting mines, provides
important practical recommendations at all levels of the organization, especially for top
management and mine safety experts. Concerning the findings of this study, inherently safe
design culture, hardware and software resources, and individual factors such as insufficient
experience and knowledge are the root causes of errors in mine design. Meanwhile, the role
of top management is very important in developing, leading, and promoting an inherently
safe design culture in the organization. The top management should be allocating the
resources needed (hardware and software) to control errors in the design process, ensuring
that engineers and designers are competent based on appropriate education, training,
or experience, providing a safe and comfortable work environment based on ergonomic
standards, and trying to improve the level of job satisfaction and motivation of the design
team. In addition, based on the results, mining safety experts should pay special attention
to design errors and predict the required resources in establishing objectives and planning
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to achieve them. They can reduce variables such as job stress, depression, and fatigue, and
improve the designer’s cognitive functions by conducting safe design training courses,
implementing risk management and ergonomic programs, and monitoring physical factors
in the workplace such as lighting and noise thermal comfort parameters. Moreover, the
study can help legal organizations in mining safety to understand the nature of accidents
and formulate strategic policies to implement safe design rules in the mining sector.

6. Conclusions and Future Research

Design error (DE), a latent human error, is a key factor behind many occupational
accidents. Limited research, however, has been carried out investigating the relationship
between the causes of human error and relevant negative consequences. This phenomenon
is important, especially for the Iranian mining sector, which holds 7% of the mineral
recourses in the world. Therefore, this study aimed to identify the most significant variables
influencing surface mine designers’ performance and investigate their cause-and-effect
relationships. For this purpose, common effective factors were taken from the literature
review and screened by the experts. One MCDM methodology, Fuzzy DEMATEL, was
applied to investigate the relationships among variables and develop a cause-and-effect
model. The results revealed that environmental variables (noise, lighting, and indoor air
quality) had the weakest effects on other variables and were least affected by other ones;
based on the cause-and-effect relationships model, it can be concluded that ‘organizational
factors’ are vital for the DE control plan within the mining industry due to their effect on
other factors.

Nevertheless, it should be noted that individual variables like training, experience,
and technical knowledge were also found to influence DE. Similar to other studies, this
study faced some limitations; therefore, this work can be extended in future studies. The
most noticeable limitation is that the study is one of the first to study the most significant
variables affecting DE in surface mines with the abovementioned methods. Hence it is not
easy to generalize the findings to other industries. However, future studies may extend the
research to different industries. In this study, the empirical analysis of the cause-and-effect
relationship among variables was not conducted. For future research, empirical studies can
be carried out to confirm the structural relationships found in the model. This study only
investigated 19 variables, which are not exhaustive. More research should be conducted
to determine the relationship between variables. Therefore, it is proposed that further
studies should be done, focusing more on MCDM and new tools and approaches such as
intuitionistic fuzzy set [96], type-2 fuzzy variable [97], and Rough interval [98], considering
the challenges and control strategies for reaching a consensus via a group decision-making
process [99,100]. In conclusion, the findings of this study can improve the status of health
and environmental indicators and help achieve sustainable development goals in surface
mines by identifying and prioritizing factors influencing DE and recommending practical
solutions to eliminate and control such errors.
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Appendix A

Table A1. The Results of the Fuzzy Delphi Study Regarding the Rank of Variables Affecting DEs.

Subgroup Variable

Individual factors

Technical knowledge (safety and designing)(0.81), Experience (0.78),
Depression (0.73), Self-confidence (0.72), Financial satisfaction (0.72), Stress
level (0.71), Intelligence coefficient (0.71), Work adaptation (0.69), Designing
style (0.67), Fear of failure (0.65), Risk-taking (0.64), Understanding roles and
responsibilities (0.62), Quality and quantity of sleep (0.62), Circadian rhythm

(0.62), Risk Perception (0.61), Nutrition (0.52), Determinism (0.49),
Disappointment (0.49), Personality type (0.35), Age (0.32), Lack of trust in

performance (0.28), Gender (0.28).

Task factors

Workload (0.7), Multitasking (0.7), Time pressure (0.68), Instructions and
procedure (0.67), Quality of human–system interaction (0.67), Lack of job

security (0.65), Task complexity (0.62), Work posture (0.61), Work innovation
(0.56), Freedom at work (0.55), Physical workplace (design) (0.51).

Organizational factors
Poor management (0.81), Resource allocation (0.79), Training (0.71), Employees’

sense of belonging (0.69), Supervision level (0.63), Agreement between
available and required information (0.62), Designers’ sense of belonging (0.61).

Environmental factors
Noise (0.73), Poor indoor air quality (0. 0.72), Inappropriate lighting (0.71), Air

circulation velocity (0.57), Hotness and coldness (0.56), Moisture (0.54),
Radiation exposure (0.21).

External factors Legal pressure (0.68), Conflict between work and family (0.51).

Appendix B

Table A2. Defuzzied Total-Relation Matrix.

CF Va19 Va18 Va17 Va16 Va15 Va14 Va13 Va12 Va11 Va10 Va9 Va8 Va7 Va6 Va5 Va4 Va3 Va2 Va1

0.07 0.05 0.06 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.06 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.02 Va1
0.06 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.06 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.07 0.04 0.04 0.01 0.05 Va2
0.05 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.03 Va3
0.05 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 Va4
0.05 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.03 Va5
0.06 0.02 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.02 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.06 Va6
0.06 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.06 0.03 0.06 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.02 0.03 Va7
0.04 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 Va8
0.06 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.03 0.05 Va9
0.05 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.03 0.26 0.06 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.03 Va10
0.06 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.06 0.02 0.03 0.06 0.03 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.04 Va11
0.05 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.06 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.04 Va12
0.04 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.02 Va13
0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.01 Va14
0.04 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.01 Va15
0.07 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.02 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.04 0.06 Va16
0.07 0.04 0.06 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.02 0.05 0.03 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.03 0.05 Va17
0.06 0.04 0.02 0.05 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.05 Va18
0.04 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.02 0.02 V19
0.02 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 CF
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